Last Refuge of a Race-Hustler
Former Miami Dolphin Head Coach Brian Flores is suing the Nigro
Football League (NFL) for race discrimination because no other team
appears interested in hiring him as a head coach. He must see the NFL
as a "mark," and got that idea from that race-hustling fraud, Colin
Kaepernick.
Flores claims the NFL is racist because the vast majority of its head
coaching positions are filled by whites. It doesn't appear to bother him
that blacks comprise better than 90% of the NFL's "speed positions,"
(i.e.,) the highly-paid ends, backs, cornerbacks and safeties. To Flores
and other race-hustlers, somehow it's NOT race discrimination when
blacks dominate a profession, but it IS when they don't. Go figure!
He further alleges his interview with the New York Giant's was a
"sham," because they exploited him as a token black applicant for their
vacant head coaching job. He claims they feigned seriously considering
him in order to comply with the "Rooney Rule," imposed on the NFL by
a former Commissioner: it requires that teams interview a "diverse
range" of applicants for each coaching position.
Flores fails to recognize that his characterization of his interview with
the Giants is an INEVITABLE consequence of "affirmative-action" and
race quotas. They force organizations wishing to hire the most
qualified candidate to engage in the charade of appearing to seriously
consider less desirable minority applicants in order to avoid legal
consequences. Does Flores think that the diversity clause in the
Rooney Rule requires the Giants to interview "transgenders" and
women, as well?

Flores has a losing career record of 24 wins and 25 losses in the NFL,
which isn't bad for NFL head coaches, since only half can have winning
records. The simple truth is that he has probably made some high
profile mental errors in his coaching career that inevitably hurt his
team. I'm just guessing, because I refuse to watch any NFL games -- or
even follow the NFL -- until Colin Kaepernick refunds all those millions
to Nike they foolishly gave him, and sings the National Anthem before a
Super Bowl.
What this controversy really illustrates is that blacks and whites are
very different and have very different "skill-sets." Whites tend to be
more cerebral -- based on their demonstrably higher IQs -- while
blacks dominate professional sports where speed, reflexes and
jumping ability are a tremendous advantage.
For whites to dominate NFL head coaching positions is no more
evidence of race discrimination than the predominance of blacks at the
highly-paid speed positions in football. Or, for that matter, black
dominance of the Nigro Basketball Association.
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